The Major in Comparative Literature: Option B
Class of 2017 onward

Student name & class year____________________________________ DARTMOUTH ID# __________
Major Advisor ____________________________________________

Prerequisite:
_____COLT10 term _____ grade ______

Required courses:
_____COLT72 term _____ grade ______
_____COLT85 term _____ grade ______

Option B (EIGHT courses): Comparative study of literature and culture in one language (normally not English) one other non-literary discipline. One course may be from an LSA or FSP.

1) TWO to FOUR Comparative Literature courses above COLT10
__________________________________________________________________________term _____ grade ______
__________________________________________________________________________term _____ grade ______
__________________________________________________________________________term _____ grade ______
__________________________________________________________________________term _____ grade ______

2) Fluency in one language (THREE to FOUR upper level courses)
__________________________________________________________________________term _____ grade ______
__________________________________________________________________________term _____ grade ______
__________________________________________________________________________term _____ grade ______
__________________________________________________________________________term _____ grade ______

3) Substantive preparation in a non-literary discipline (THREE to FOUR upper level courses)
__________________________________________________________________________term _____ grade ______
__________________________________________________________________________term _____ grade ______
__________________________________________________________________________term _____ grade ______
__________________________________________________________________________term _____ grade ______

Option B with HONORS (Thesis)
Additional required course:
_____COLT87 term _____ grade ______
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